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Lobby
Member of C.Krabi Group

Timber House is beautifully set by the area’s most popular Ao Nang beach, just 30-minutes by road from Krabi’s
modern international airport, passing through rustic rural communities, interspersed between tranquil rubber and palm
plantations, you will discover the warmest of Thai welcomes and an attention to your comfort and holiday pleasures
second to none.

157 Moo 2, Ao Nang Beach, Muang, Krabi 81000, Thailand.

What we may lack in size is more than equalled in individuality and charm. Timber House, the smaller sister of the nearby

Tel: +66 (0) 7563 7048-9, Fax: +66 (0) 7563 7050

Krabi Resort offers delightful accommodation at exceptional value. Guest may enjoy an intimate ambience amid the

E-mail: reserv@krabitimberhouse.com

perfect tropical holiday base from which to enjoy Thailand at its best and experience the delights, entertainments and

www.krabitimberhouse.net
Google Earth: Latitude: 8º02’18.45”N Longtitude: 98º49’04.94”E

natural wonders of the Andaman.
Member of C.Krabi Group
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With only 48-rooms split into

The Thai culture has a romance

three categories to suite individual,

with food and socialising that

couple or family requirements,

will capture your heart and

guest may enjoy an endearingly

delight your palate. Seafood

intimate character and feel to

on charcoal under alfresco

the resort plus an enhanced

moonlight and fresh exotic

level of personal service.

fruits at breakfast, spices and

A calmer ambience poolside

international favourites with a

Ao Nang Beach, the magnificent

and in the guest areas than may

The minimalist approach to

towering limestone karsts

be experienced at larger

the interior design of the

honeycombed with caves and

resorts, complimented by the

accommodations is softened

simplistic airiness of the accom-

with Thai touches sensitively

seascape that is simply breath-

modations, provide the perfect

complimenting the lush

taking is a photographer’s or

contrast to the vibrant local

landscaped setting. All modern

shops and entertainments to

conveniences and amenities

be found close to hand.

more than address the practi-

cinematically sought-after

sun seeker’s picture book

Superior

Deluxe Family Two Bedroom

paradise come true. Now the
Timber House delights in

calities and expectations of

offering you an attractively

pampering plus hospitality

comfortable and affordable

excellence that visitors to

option to put yourself into

Thailand’s world renowned

the centre of this picture of

touch of tropical artistry leave
you spoilt for dining choice in
this land of exceptional cultural
and gastronomic diversity.

The Fish Bar

The Fish Restaurant

hotels and resorts have come

tropical perfection.

C.Spa

to expect.

Children’s Playground

Deluxe Family One Bedroom

